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EARN DOUBLE XP IN THE TOUR OF
WATOPIA
Level Up Faster With Double XP In Zwift’s Most Whimsical Tour

Long Beach, California, February 21, 2023 – Zwift, the global online fitness platform for

cyclists, triathletes, and runners, is excited to announce that registration is now open for the

annual Tour of Watopia. This event offers six weeks of amplified fun in Zwift’s most popular

world, and the chance to level-up faster with double XP, while enjoying unique fun including

costumes and special bikes. 

The Tour of Watopia starts on March 6 and ends on April 16. Registration is available here. 
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Riders participating in the Tour of Watopia will enjoy five stages over the course of six weeks

during which they can unlock the in-game Tour of Watopia gear – a cap, shoes, and kit. Riders

will also enjoy Power Ups that last twice as long as usual and are triggered at specific locations

designed to enhance key moments of each stage. You’ll also get in on the fun with kaiju and

dino costumes for your avatar at select parts of each stage.
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Riders participating in the Tour of Watopia will enjoy five stages over the course of six weeks

during which they can unlock the in-game Tour of Watopia gear – a cap, shoes, and kit. Riders

will also enjoy Power Ups that last twice as long as usual and are triggered at specific locations

designed to enhance key moments of each stage. You’ll also get in on the fun with kaiju and

dino costumes for your avatar at select parts of each stage.

And, in a favorite feature of the Tour of Watopia, Zwifters will automatically switch to a Big

Wheels trike and ride like they did as a child on major descents on selected segments in stages

two, three, and five. On stages three, four, and five Zwifters will also automatically swap from

their chosen bike to a mountain bike for the Jungle Circuit, ensuring that all riders have the

right bike for the terrain. 
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ABOUT ZWIFT

Zwift is the fitness company born from gaming. We’re dedicated fitness enthusiasts, experienced video game
developers, and disruptive thinkers. Play is in our DNA and we know fun fuels results.

Zwift utilizes massively multiplayer online gaming technology to create rich, 3D worlds ripe for exploration. Join
thousands of cyclists and runners in immersive playgrounds like London, New York, and Paris as well as our
very own Watopia.

The Tour of Watopia is a highly social experience with group rides starting hourly during the

tour, giving Zwifters the chance to ride with others at their ability level while getting fit and

having fun together.

Join Zwift’s most social tour at this link today. 

Images are available here.
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Our app connects wirelessly to exercise equipment: bike trainers, treadmills, and more, so your real world effort
powers your avatar in the game.

From friendly races to social rides and structured training programs, Zwift unites a diverse community in pursuit
of a more fun, immersive and social fitness experience.
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